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" This joyful assortment of quotations celebrates the lighter part of aging, and implies that it
actually is the life span in your years that counts.t permit ageing get you down. It’s too much to
get back up." — But don’John WagnerLike a very important antique, maybe your smooth finish has
turned into a little lined and your legs creak every once in awhile.s great to be vintage!t worry:
even though you no longer have all your primary parts and nobody can find your instructions,
it’Don’
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If you read this book, you'll you should never be really "old." Additionally it is an excellent gift
for yourself, especially, in the event that you feel a little "sad" you are no more an alleged
"teenager.great book for anyone-great gift for anyone-purchase it! I highly recommend it. She
enjoyed it therefore much she wished to purchase it for her friends. great gift great as
something special for the correct person Good girt Fun Poor worth for the price This book is
quite tiny and not at all interesting. but , all had been born before this present hundred years.
This is a great book and a great gift for birthday or any vacation for anyone older than
"whatever. This is actually the cutest and funniest book for nearly anyone who thinks they might
be "old"." Many thanks. My pal who received this for a birthday gift cherished it. Before offering
it to her My friend who received this for a birthday gift loved it. Before providing it to her, I
copied a few of my fave quotes. Recommended highly. Five Stars What a fun read for seniors.
NOT WORTH BUYING Seeing the title, I thought this might be fun book intended for my friend
and I to get a laugh from, but there is only 1 saying in the complete book that was even remotely
amusing Not really worth spending hardly any money at all on. Five Stars a nice little
publication." I purchased this publication for my mother's birthday. Good cartoons. This is a fun
book, with so many ideas about growing older. Vintage book Fun publication for the "vintage"
crowd. I will not tell you the "ages" of these involved; Poor worth for the price.
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